
 

Minutes Church Members' Meeting - 26th January 2022 at 8PM via Zoom 

Roy Bawden opened the meeting. 
 
There were 74 participants on 58 Zoom connections. 
 
Apologies: Claire and Paul Jones, Faith and Duncan Tuft. 

It is intended to hold the next meeting on a Sunday in March over lunch, depending on Covid at the time.   

1. Prayer and worship  
A song of praise was shared and Roy prayed. 
 

2. Approval of minutes of last meeting (24th November 2021)  
The minutes were approved. 
 

3. Report from Church Treasurer  
Craig Rowland brought the report; slides were shown in support. Monthly offerings averaged £24,100 in 2021, 
and in quarter 4 were 23% up on the previous level.  The 2022 budgeted level is £27,500.  Pre-Covid in 2019, the 
level averaged £29,900. £50,000 total legacies were received from the estates of Eileen Thompson and Jean Lewis. 
The legacy for June Liddiard was received at the beginning of 2022. In addition, better than expected “one-off” 
donations (£6,000 higher) and tax refunds (£8,000 higher) have been received. In spite of the decline in offerings, 
the total revenue for 2021 was therefore £420,000 which is £32,000 above budget and £7,000 above the same 
period in the previous year.   

A poll was launched: I approve the amendment proposed for 2022 budget.  98% Approve 2% Abstained. Total 
expenditure in 2021 was £362,000, £26,000 better than budget. This is driven by the furlough payments received 
for the cleaning team, a general under-spend through the church not being fully operational for parts of the year 
and a saving in staff costs because of vacancies. As mentioned in the December newsletter, this expenditure does 
not include the maintenance work currently being completed at 8 Oxford Drive to prepare the property for rental. 
These maintenance costs will be met from reserves. It is hoped to rent the manse (Oxford Drive) by the end of 
February.   

With both income and expenditure better than budget, a total surplus of £58,000 is evident. The overall cash 
position at the end of the year is £62,000 higher than at the end of 2020 - Praise the Lord! We have been truly 
blessed by the receipt of significant legacies and “other” income leading to the strong cash position. We should, 
however, not lose sight of the fact that our offerings for 2022 are budgeted to increase by £3,000 per month to 
£27,500 per month and were £32,000 under budget due to the impact of the pandemic. The accounts for 2021 
have now been closed off. 
 
2022 Budget: an increase in offerings of £40,000 is sought. Expenditure on ministry is up significantly due to pay. 
In 2021, there were vacancies and an inflation increase is included plus higher National Insurance costs. Church 
premises costs rise significantly too - £7,000 due to furlough payments ceasing and  £9,000 for gas and electric 
increases.  A two-year contract involving a 120% increase is agreed. 
 
A surplus of £35,000 is budgeted following the proposed inclusion of £35,000 legacies known to be due in 2022 of 
which £25,000 has already been received. This would be £23,000 less this year, due to the difference in legacies.  
Our cash position should be not too different from last year with health and safety work of £10,000 coming from 
last year’s budget. Craig proposed amending the budget to include the £35,000 legacies expected in 2022. 
Questions were invited. 

Vijay Soba prayed in thanks for God’s continuing provision. 



4. Membership matters  
Alison Dennis brought the report.  No new members.  Following a successful ‘Explore’ meeting, new members 
are expected soon.  Kay Jones has settled into Flixton Fellowship church and Ghislaine Kidd has moved to Filey. 
Both are now on the Friends of Ruislip list.  John and Jane Wedlake and Lucy and Andy Newton have moved on 
and are worshipping elsewhere.  Despite numerous contact efforts, there has been no success in reaching Alex 
and Michelle Murray who have not been seen for several years.  A vote was taken to delete Alex Murray from 
the membership list -  Approved  93%. A vote was taken to delete Michelle Murray from the membership list - 
Approved  89% Against 2% Abstain 9%.  The death of Jim Davis was announced.  The membership number is 
now 279. 
 

5. Big Church Gifting Project  

Helen Yarrow brought the report.  A Serving Sunday Fayre on 27th February is to be held after the morning service.  
The plan is to have all the different ministries in the Main Hall and find out more from people who run those 
teams.  It will be a great opportunity to learn more about what happens in church, which is more than just on a 
Sunday.  There are folk in church who are serving God in ways we would not have thought about.  A communication 
programme is planned. The Skills Survey will be reviewed and made possible for everyone to access.  A group will 
then follow up.  A Gift Game is also being looked at. Children will have their own Gift Game and Skills Survey;  at 
the Senior Citizens party, we had amazing young musicians and dancers.  We are working with Nikki Latham and 
Farrah Easton to get something together for the children to recognise their gifts.  It doesn’t mean that if you do 
something that you will be doing it for years.  ChurchSuite is a valuable tool and we need to enable people to feel 
confident in using this.  A huge thank you to the staff team. Also, to Matt Easton for his help on the technical side.  
There has been positive feedback from folk who have helped in a variety of ways.  Questions were invited. 

 
6. Small Groups Review 

Barry Dore brought the report. During lockdown, small groups met on Zoom. A temporary Lent Small Group that 
ran for 7 weeks has continued under the leadership of Geoff Easton.  Some folk were unable to access meetings 
on Zoom.  7 small groups closed during the pandemic.   
 
We will be talking to several churches about how they manage small groups.  It is important that we share thoughts 
as members. A number of questions were posed and members were split into breakout groups to discuss.  The 
responses will be fed back to the Deacons Away Day on Saturday (and are included as an appendix).  The deacon 
in each group was asked to make notes. 
 
1. In your view what is the purpose of small groups in church life? 
2. What do you think are the main barriers that might prevent someone from joining a small  
    group? 
3. How do you think the way we run our small groups could be improved? 
 

7. Report from Church Secretary  
 
COVID update 
The Covid group continue to meet, most recently 25th January ahead of expiry of Plan B on 26th. Some changes to 
Sunday Services will occur. Our aim is to provide a safe environment that accommodates all of our church family 
including those that are vulnerable and risk averse.  

The area to the left of the sanctuary when entering will be reserved for those who wish to maintain a face covering 
for the duration of the service including when singing. Face coverings will be obligatory in this zone. Notices will 
also be available for optional use should you wish to preserve social distance with the next person in the pew; 
please collect upon sanctuary entry. A similar zonal arrangement will apply in the evening. Pre-booking of socially-
distanced spaces will consequently no longer be required. We request that face coverings be worn by adults in 
other parts of the building, such as the vestibule, unless you are engaging in fellowship over refreshments. This 
would also apply at other times if the area is crowded. Our aim is to provide a safe environment that 
accommodates all of our church family including those that are vulnerable and risk averse.   
 
We will continue to use the air sanitisers in conjunction with the CO2 sensors with windows and doors opened for 



ventilation wherever possible whilst maintaining an acceptable ambient temperature. Livestreaming of services 
for those unable to join us will continue with the link available in the members’ area of our website or from the 
office. An edited version of the service including the sermon will continue to be available through the website and 
YouTube.  
To help maintain a safe environment, sanitiser, free masks and LFT kits will remain available for your use.  

 
To aid planning, a poll was launched: ‘Under the new arrangements, I would sit in the zone with no obligation to 
wear a mask or I would sit in a zone with an obligation to wear a mask.  41 out of 54 would sit in a zone with no 
obligation to wear a mask.  80% no mask  20% with mask.   
 
Children, Youth and Families 
Farrah Easton has agreed to extend her contract as Children and Families Worker to the end of July. Refine, has 
moved from a Tuesday to a Friday as a trial; Phase has segmented with Phase II for years 12 and 13 being 
established.  

 
Leadership Team away-day 
This is occurring on 29th January and prayer support was sought. It will have 2 areas of focus. The first is Children, 
Youth and Staffing provision beyond summer 2022 and secondly Re-energising the Church post Covid to capture 
members’ feedback on inter-generational church, the gifting project and the Small Group review including this 
meeting’s feedback, external consultancy and survey data.  
 
Lent Prayer Course  
5 session course centred around unanswered prayer led by Pete Greig. More details and invite will follow.  
  
Growth! 
Whilst re-energising the church is an awayday focus, attention was drawn to the way in which God is already 
working. Despite the Omicron variant surge limiting service capacity, the church nevertheless ran 3 carol services 
which is more than pre-COVID and nearly 600 views on YouTube; there has been a very successful Senior Citizens’ 
party, Café Connect is regrowing; Tuesday Fellowship has just hit record numbers; Springboard’s involvement in 
Ability Sunday was great; Safe Spaces, Hand in Hand and the Care Home ministry are ministries that are alive 
outside our sight unless directly involved and the recent ‘Explore’ course saw 28 people attendees with 7 
membership applications already in train and 3 possible baptisms on Easter Sunday evening and more folk asking 
to attend the next ‘Explore’ course. For the future, a Platinum Jubilee event is being planned and Willow Tree has 
been booked again for a church break out. 
   
Sue Allen gave a huge thanks to everyone behind the scenes for everything that has been going on.   
 

8. AOB  
There was no other business. 
 

Derek Page closed the meeting in prayer.   
  



APPENDIX – Breakout Group summaries 
 

Q1 In your view, what is the purpose of small groups in church life? 
 
Relationship with one another 
Pastoral care/concern for one another 
Get to know one another well/deeper 
Study scripture and pray together intimately 
Encouragement together with the Holy Spirit (where 2 or 3 meet!) 
To grow in faith together. 
Learn from one another, e.g. pass on knowledge of scripture 
 
Enables more detailed study of God's written Word, the Bible. 
Enables a more intimate fellowship to develop between group members. 
Enables the further enrichment of spiritual life, personally & within the church fellowship. 
Enables people to share things more, maybe more intimate & personal things. 
Enables folk to 'catch up' with other church people they perhaps haven't seen for a while. 
Supports folk in their loneliness. 
Should provide something for everybody, particularly in welcoming new members. 
 
Mutual support, fellowship and help. 
To help people feel more connected. 
To encourage faith and understanding. 
To provide closer fellowship than is possible in a large church. 
To spur others on. 
To be a miniature vision of the larger fellowship. 
 
Easier to get to know people in church and opportunity for fellowship 
Get like-minded people of interest and locality together, enhance what’s going on in the wider church, feeling more 
comfortable to pray out loud and share together 
To learn together, Bible study together, to encourage one another 
To help support each other in tough times , get to know each other’s situations in life, pastoral care and practical 
care 
Have prayer chains in group, WhatsApp support message during the week. 
 

Gives us a chance to know a smaller group of people better 
Problem shared is problem halved 
Get inside the heart and mind of the small group or a topic or issue 
You are loved and appreciated in a small group 
The range of small group at RBC is considered a positive 
It’s intimate and more comfortable 
You can ask questions 

 
For fellowship and support 
Get to know people as in a big Church it is sometimes difficult 
To grow deeper relationships with each other 
Opportunity to study the bible 
To increase knowledge and develop a deeper faith 
Practical help - look out for one and other. 
  



 
Q2 What do you think are the main barriers that might prevent someone from joining a small group? 
 
What is the time commitment / how regular is the group? If I go once am I stuck with the group if I don't fit 
in/like it/fluidity between groups? 
Am I welcome/have I been invited? Some groups can seem quite 'cliquey'... 'I'm not part of the tribe' 
Being shy or low in confidence, don't know what to expect 
Will I have to lead a study/do I have something to contribute/I don't know enough/embarrassed I don't 
have enough bible knowledge/out of depth. 
Size of group; too big/too small 
Meeting location; other people's home or distance to travel/geographical placement/ Can I reciprocate 
hospitality? 
Grouping; age/other 
 
Lack of IT technology &/or expertise to use it during the Covid pandemic. 
Folk don't always appreciate or understand the benefits listed under Q1. answers above. 
There are sometimes time &/or date barriers to attendance. 
Folk (particularly the elderly) don't like attending groups in the evening, especially in winter when it's cold 
& dark. 
Lack of transport to a group may be an issue. 
Perceived lack of acceptance by a newcomer in a group of 'settled' attendees. 
Some groups have become too large to accept new members. (Very difficult to split a large group - no ideal 
answer!). 
 
Not always seen as a high priority, which more use of social media now easier to cancel. 
Difficulty re- commitment. 
Generational issue?  Older generation more likely to commit for longer? 
Not knowing what one’s letting oneself in for, and if not liked the stigma of withdrawing. 
Length of studies. 
Difficulty of access, i.e. locations for disabled and difficulty with travel to location. 
 
Lack of capacity in existing groups and less groups with new people 
Work commitments and busyness 
It’s important to have groups at a variety of times and dates, because lack of choice can be a barrier. First thing often 
look at when thinking of joining a group, is when is it on. 
People concerned about need to commit to a group 
Fear of offence if have to say to ‘nice’ people I can’t come anymore, because not really gelling or getting on with new 
group (is advantage of starting temporary groups which avoids this problem) 
 

They can’t get there 
Commitment to job and family 
Size of hosting venue might mean leader can’t take any more people 
Location of small group 
Leaders not having helpers 

 
Groups very established - no free spaces. 
Frequency of meetings - one a month okay for some, but others want once a fortnight (people are busy) 
Some people have to travel greater distances and difficult to attend 
Getting a group that falls on the right day and with right frequency can be challenging 
  



Q3 How do you think the way we run our small groups could be improved? 
 
Perhaps some to meet at church/neutral ground? 
Set themes occasionally to allow some continuity between all small groups 
Small group fair to help communicate what the group does 
Provide advice on what to expect 
Training and advice to group members as well as leaders, i.e. don't elevate your leader/put too much 
burden on them/appreciate that they are members of the group too in need of pastoral care as much as 
they try to offer it, and vice versa. 
Promote accountability; prayer triplets 
 
Potentially hard for newcomers (& other non-attendees at church) to select the 'right' group. 
The way in which individual groups are run. 
The means by which the church leadership encourages groups to be more effective. 
Many of the existing groups are full. 
Folk are often very reluctant to share in the leadership of their group. 
There seems to be a severe lack of folk available to &/or capable of leading a group. 
New people to the church should be asked what they look for in a small group, or what they want to learn 
about.  
It might be useful & encouraging for Helen to interview a small group leader at a church service. 
Need to deal with the issue of how to split a large small group or not! 
 
Fixed term commitment for new groups and more short-term opportunities. 
More use of Small Group Fairs. 
Look at ways of moving new people into groups and improve promotion and encouragement. 
 
Lack of awareness about small groups in the wider church, need to target membership more, perhaps have a slide 
once a month with all the small groups and leaders. Increase awareness, better promotion 
A personal invite in more powerful than a general invite to join groups. 
Have a Sunday service where small group leaders are interviewed and promote joining a group with a small group 
fayre. 
Start more temporary groups, because advantage is that if doesn’t work is an easy exit, but if it does continue than 
that’s good. 

 
Teaching program to share as a church e.g. The Prayer Course and spiritual gifts 
Invite new members to small groups and get them to do the “rounds” 
 

Encourage groups to split as many have become very "cosy" 
Need to develop group leaders (splitting is one way) - be more deliberate in identifying small group 
leaders. 
Some groups are too big and people not committed as "others will be there" - make groups smaller 
Good that there is a range of different types of groups - can we increase the range? 
Try and start new groups regularly - could be time limited rather than last for ever. 
Occasionally have a sermon related series where we all study the same (related to the previous Sunday 
service) 
Share feedback on resources better - "this went well" 
Mobilise small group network for outreach opportunities. 
 
 


